Afghan war only gets harder after McChrystal dismissal

General shot himself in the foot with lack of political acumen

In your role as commander of U.S. and NATO forces in Afghanistan, McChrystal could have a significant impact on the war, but his decision to resign is likely to make his job harder.

The war in Afghanistan has been going on for over a decade, and despite billions of dollars spent and thousands of lives lost, progress has been slow. The latest development is the decision by Gen. Stanley McChrystal, the top U.S. commander in Afghanistan, to resign his post. This move comes after a controversy over a leaked memo in which he criticized the Obama administration and the Afghan government.

McChrystal's departure is likely to have several implications. Firstly, it is clear that he felt frustrated with the lack of progress and the political constraints on his ability to fight the Taliban. His resignation could signal a change in strategy, as the Obama administration may now be more willing to consider a different approach.

However, it is also important to note that McChrystal's departure is not a sign of weakness. As one of the most respected military leaders in the world, his resignation could actually make it easier for the successor to take charge and make necessary changes.

In terms of the war itself, it is likely that the Taliban will capitalize on the situation. They have already shown their ability to adapt to changing circumstances, and it is possible that they will gain some ground in the coming months.

Overall, the situation in Afghanistan remains complex and challenging. While McChrystal's departure is a significant development, it is important to remember that the war is not won or lost in a single move. It will take time and effort from all parties involved to find a lasting solution to this conflict.